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MATHEMATICAL BIOLOGY
ADDS UP TO NEW
PHYSIOLOGICAL INSIGHTS
AUTHOR: BARBARA IOZZIA is a freelance
writer who has contributed articles on the
life sciences to a variety of publications,
including HealthState and the Fall
2001/Winter 2002 NJIT Magazine.

SURE THEY TASTE GREAT BOILED AND PROPERLY SEASONED , but crabs may

also hold the key to some of biology’s most intriguing questions about rhythmic
patterns in the central nervous system and what happens when those patterns
become abnormal. Research into rhythmic neuron-firing patterns that activate
muscles in the stomachs of crabs is one of about a dozen studies under way at
NJIT’s interdisciplinary Center for Applied Mathematics and Statistics that combine
mathematical and biological techniques to determine how physiological systems
function.
A crab’s simple digestive system, says Farzan Nadim, associate professor of mathematical sciences, makes the crustacean an ideal research model. “Because a crab has
only about 30 neurons involved in digestion, it is a good choice for studying the
rhythmic pattern of fast and slow nerve impulses that activate the stomach muscles
during grinding, chewing, digesting and filtering food,” says Nadim. The researcher
and his colleague, Associate Professor Amitabha Bose, use computational, analytical
and experimental techniques to study the crabs. Nadim’s research is funded by a
five-year grant from the National Institutes of Health (NIH), and both researchers
also have grants from the National Science Foundation (NSF).
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“Through the work of mathematicians over the
past 20 years, we now have general principles that
show us that rhythmic patterns in most animals,
including humans, are essentially the same,” Bose
points out. “Scientists have established that most
species can perform several rhythmic motor activities simultaneously, such as walking, breathing,
swimming and chewing. What we don’t know yet
is how these rhythmic activities are generated by
neurons and why nerve cells sometimes begin to
misfire and disrupt the normal oscillating fast-slow
rhythmic pattern. Malfunctioning of these neuronfiring patterns leads to such abnormalities as
epilepsy and Parkinson’s disease.”

Computed change over time in potassium ion concentrations in brain
tissue after ion injection at the black dot in the center of the left panel

Jorge Golowasch, an associate professor of
mathematical sciences, also collaborates with
Nadim in researching neural networks in crustaceans’ stomachs. Using electrophysical and
computational methods, Golowasch studies
cellular and network mechanisms that enable
neurons to recover from disruptions produced by
growth and injury. With the help of NIH and NSF
support, he is attempting to answer the question of
how the nervous system can be flexible, or plastic,
while at the same time remaining stable, which
may shed light on mechanisms of learning and
memory.

Expanding the spectrum of studies
Nadim, Bose and Golowasch are among the members of the Department of Mathematical Sciences
and the Center for Applied Mathematics and
Statistics who are pursuing studies in mathematical
biology, a field of applied mathematics that has
been growing steadily in recent years. (See sidebar.)
One of the largest concentrations of researchers
working in mathematical biology in North
America is to be found at NJIT, and their efforts
have been supported by major external funding. To

date, the funding that has been awarded by the
National Institutes of Health, the National Science
Foundation, the Whitaker Foundation, and other
public and private sources amounts to nearly $2.5
million.
Research in mathematical biology spans a
growing range of applications, including studies
in animal and plant populations, physiology,
biomechanics, epidemiology, disease pathology,
neuroscience, hemodynamics, molecular biology,
pharmacokinetics and cell physiology. Some examples of medical applications include the detailed
study of the components of the brain, treatment of
diseases, and the design of pharmaceutical devices
for drug delivery.
In mathematical biology, equations and
experiments go hand in hand. Accordingly, most
mathematical biology studies are conducted by
teams of researchers that include mathematicians
who use analytical and computational models to
propose hypotheses and experimentalists who
carry out the relevant experiments in their laboratories to test them. Some of the NJIT researchers
are working independently while others are collaborating with experimentalists at Boston University,
the University of California at Berkeley, the
University of Michigan, New York University, the
University of Wisconsin, and the University of
British Columbia in Vancouver.

A model approach at NJIT
The expertise in mathematical biology marshaled
at NJIT was one of the reasons Robert M. Miura,
associate chair of the department of mathematical
sciences and professor in mathematical sciences
and biomedical engineering, decided to join the
faculty two years ago after having been at the
University of British Columbia for over two
decades. Miura is involved in a number of neuroscience and related studies, including looking at
why neurons fire at specific frequencies, how largeamplitude ion waves propagate in the brain after
injury, how normal beta cells in the pancreas work
electrically, and how malfunctioning beta cells can
lead to diabetes.
“Interestingly, the types of mathematical equations that govern electrical activity in pancreatic
beta cells also govern the electrical activities in
other cells such as neurons and heart cells,” explains
Miura. “This is one of the beauties of mathematical
modeling. Many of the mathematical ideas gleaned
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■

Formerly an NIH researcher, Assistant Professor Victor Matveev is studying the movements of
calcium ions that control the work of synapses, the connections between neurons that enable
them to interact with each other. Matveev has developed a software program, Calcium
Calculator, to study hot spots of calcium created by diffusion in and out of channels in neural
cells.

■

Assistant Professor Cyrill B. Muratov uses mathematical modeling and analysis to study the
process of cell-to-cell communication in fruit flies. A major goal of his research, which is
supported by the NSF, is to understand patterns that occur in the development of multicellular
organisms.

■

In NIH-funded work, Assistant Professor Christopher Raymond is developing and analyzing
mathematical models for immunocolloid labeling, a technique to label proteins using metal
nanoparticles so that cell features too small to be resolved with an optical microscope can be
imaged and studied using an electron microscope. The challenge is to develop standardized
labeling strategies to extract quantitative and qualitative information about these features from
the resulting images. A longer-term goal is to develop strategies for simultaneous labeling of
multiple proteins to obtain more complex structural information.

■

Using computer models, Assistant Professor Louis Tao is investigating the way neurons in the
visual cortex process information. From the computer simulations, he hopes to understand and
model how the brain performs higher-level tasks, such as pattern detection and recognition.

■

Assistant Professor Dawn Lott has studied optimal patterns for suturing wounds to foster healing
by minimizing stresses in the sutures and surrounding flesh and has participated in similar
research to reduce stresses on arteries during the repair of aneurysms.

For more information about NJIT’s Center for Applied Mathematics and Statistics, visit:
http://math.njit.edu/CAMS/research.html.

from one model of a biological system can be
applied to models of many other systems.”
The microcirculatory system, comprising tiny
capillaries and arteries that can’t be seen without a
microscope, is the focus of Daniel Goldman’s
Whitaker Foundation-funded research. An assistant
professor of mathematical sciences and biomedical
engineering, Goldman is using mathematical and
computational models to study blood flow and
mass transport in the microcirculatory system
during sepsis, a potentially fatal condition caused
by an infection. Sepsis can cause the body’s major
organs — the heart, kidneys, liver and lungs — to
fail, resulting in death.
“We know that sepsis changes the flow patterns
of the blood, which can lead to a lack of oxygen in

organs,” says Goldman. “But lack of oxygen is not
the only cause of organ failure. With our studies
we hope to have a better understanding of what
other factors lead to sepsis.”
This multidisciplinary perspective is affirmed by
Daljit S.Ahluwalia, chair of the Department of
Mathematical Sciences and director of the Center
for Applied Mathematics and Statistics. “Before we
can hope to cure a disease, we have to understand
the underlying mechanisms, and that requires
several disciplines,” he says. “The 21st century has
been called the century of biology, and here at
NJIT we are applying our wide-ranging expertise,
which includes mathematics, to the many unanswered questions about how physiological systems
work.” ■
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